Chapter 13

Modern Moon Rising: Imagining
Aerospace in Early Picture Postcards
Johanne Sloan

A series of photographi c postcards issued by the Reutlinger Photographic
Studio in Paris, and mailed in the years 1906 to 1908, feature elegant women
in the vicinity of bright crescent moons, surrounded by atmospheric , dark,
star-studded skies (Figure 13.1). On some postcards these figures hover
casually in the lunar region and on others they stand or sit directly on the
moon-shape; draped in fabric or wearing diaphanous dresses, these women
inhabit the cosmos without any indication of a rocket , biplane , airship or other
mechanical conveyance that might have deposited them there. The Reutlinger
moon postcards contributed to a burst of imagery , lasting from the opening
years of the twentieth century until World War I, whereby aerospace (a term
used here to encompass sky, atmosphere , and cosmos) was represented as an
accessible and populated zone . New kinds of flying machines were making
their way through the sky at this time, and to some extent this new imagery
attests to how the space above the surface of the planet was rapidly becoming
a technologically-conquered territory. The fanciful moon imagery in question
suggests a kind of imaginative excess, however, which also coincided with this
territorialization. The 'outer space' occupied by these fashionable Parisian
space-travellers can indeed be regarded as the strangest part of this newly
configured aerospace. And I want to suggest that the potential meaning of this
alluringly remote and strange spatial zone would be re- negotiated every time
one of these postcards was bought and sent.
The Reutlinger postcards represent one of the means by which the moon
came down to earth at this historical moment, in the sense that the newlyinvented picture postcard helped to transform this extraterrestrial body, and
aerospace more generally , into intelligible visual representation, commodified
cultural artifact, and mode of communication. The postcard moonscape is
inevitably modern, therefore , even in the absence of that key iconographic
element - the machine or invention which would convincingly suggest
space travel - because the picture postcard itself attests to modern modes
of consuming and disseminating visual images . The picture postcard craze
of the first decade of the twentieth century offered the public an ephemeral
array of little images , for the purpose of personal communication . And if this
kaleidoscopic image-world is a characteristic of modern mass culture , what
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Figure 13.1 Postcard issued by Reutlinger Photographic
postmarked 1906

Studio, Paris,
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differentiates the nascent postcard is precisely that individual consumers were
called upon to personalize and annotate these images as they sent them off
to lovers, family members , friends , and acquaintances . We cannot learn very
much about the Parisian woman named 'Paulette ' who signed her name to
multiple Reutlinger moon postcards , all sent to a 'Mademoiselle Sempe', but
such concrete examples of postcard-sending give some indication of how this
strange lunar imagery became enmeshed in networks of everyday, sentimental ,
and social transactions .

Taking Flight

The rapid development of aviation in France from around 1906 triggered
a widespread fascination with flight, conveyed in poetry and prose, and in
picture-form in newspapers and illustrated magazines . 1 The pioneers of
French aviation and their new heavier-than-air flying machines also appeared
on postcards: Louis Bleriot, first to fly across the English Channel in 1909,
aviator/plane designers such as Gabriel Santos-Dumon t and the Voisin
brothers, for instance, are all pictured repeatedly. These postcards are generally
derived from black-and-white photographs and are printed matter-of-factly
on non-glossy paper ; they show the aviators at ground level, posing next to
their aircraft, or a dark line of spectators stretches across the horizon, while
the small shape of an experimental aircraft is silhouetted against a pale and
featureless sky (Figure 13.2). To humanize these views and because the first
aviators quickly became celebrities, an insert of the pilot 's face was often added
to the picture ; still, these are rather stark images. But as the first boxy biplanes
got off the ground, this kind of 'straight' photographic document was very
rapidly complemented by postcards featuring fanciful , colourful versions of
air-travel. Those Reutlinger women aloft in a lunar zone were hardly the only
fantastically airborne people to appear in popular imagery, in other words.
French postcard makers issued manyphotographicimages showing ordinary
people (many women , but also men and children) 'flying' through skies that are
tinted various shades of blue and embellished with picturesque clouds , aboard
facsimile aeroplanes adorned with garlands of multi-coloured flowers. These
studio productions produce the illusion of seeing airborne bodies and faces
up-close - a visual proximity which the more realistic aviation imagery was
unable to provide . Realism is not the goal here, though: the occupants of these
planes are not wearing the goggles, helmets and warm clothing appropriate to
piloting a machine through the air, but rather , they wear regular street clothes,
even as they look perfectly at ease. In fact, the 'pilots ' in question are invariably
Robert Wohl (1994, 38) writes that , 'the capital of aviation before the First
World War was indisputably Paris', while celebrity status was conferred on the first
generation of flyers.
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Postcard (no publisher) from 1909 documenting a flight by the
French aviator Louis Paulhan

exuberant and smiling, and this eelebratory mood is enhanced by the floral
arrangements and by the heightened colour itself. All this helped to convey
the impression that aerospace could be a veritable pleasure-dome , available in
some sense (imaginatively if not physically) to one and all. 2
The multi-categoried world of early postcards included many other
variants on flying machines or flight, as well. The Bon Marche department
store in Paris issued comical postcard-advertisements showing a futuristic
aerial delivery service to be someday offered by the store; there are postcards
of people holding umbrellas above their heads as they somehow glide above
various European cities; on another card postmarked Philadelphia 1899, a
gleeful woman rides a bicycle through the air above the city of Hamburg,
balanced on a cord , one end of which is tethered to a crescent moon. I am
suggesting a contiguity between this expanded category of fantasy-flight
imagery, and the moon postcards, even if the Reutlinger space-travellers
appear to have ventured somewhat further afield in this aerial landscape . The
dream of reaching out to the moon is of course quite ancient , but this lunar

2 The fantasy-aeroplane genre also became a standard feature of French
fairground photographers, who provided a range of props and backdrops as an
enhancement of the portrait genre ; see Cheroux (2005). The 'paper moon' was a
comparable studio prop across the United States and in the UK, but does not seem to
have taken hold in France.
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desire fuses to some extent with the modern promise of flight in the early years
of the twentieth century.

Communicating with Pictures

Postcards provided a new way of communicating with pictures at the
beginning of the twentieth century. These early postcards must be regarded
as complex pictorial/textual constructions, as the images themselves are very
often hybrid amalgams of photography, graphic design , painting or drawing,
while the postcard will normally include a combination of printed , stamped ,
and handwritten texts. Postcards are striking examples of how mass-produced
objects are appropriated and personalized, as each scribbled or beautifully
cursive mark on the surface of the purchased item is the inscription of
subjectivity, and a way of anchoring that object to a distinct time and place.
The images on postcards cannot be understood without considering this
communicative dimension, while the postal system which enables the (spatial)
distribution of postcards is also key, as part of a modern network whereby
information and goods can be exchanged efficiently and rapidly. Postcards
are literally set in motion: addressed and mailed, they describe trajectories
between people and through social space; as 'moving images' of a kind they
were therefore part of the dynamic visual culture of the period.
While some types of mailing cards were introduced earlier, picture
postcards were officially introduced in the 1890s: in this initial 'undivided
back' era , one side of the postcard was exclusively reserved for a name and
address, so that the message - if any - had to be squeezed onto any available
space on the picture side. The form of the postcard which is familiar today,
with a picture on one side and a so-called 'divided back' on the other, was
gradually introduced in England in 1902, in Canada in 1903, in France in
1904, and the US in 1907 (Staff 1967, 66). In the years leading up to World
War I, large parts of the Western world seemed to go postcard-mad. It has
been recorded that approximately 300 million postcards were produced in a
single year in France, c. 1905 (Cheroux 2007, 196), although even this might
be a conservative estimate. 3 At any rate, we might well imagine that the air
was filled with postcards at this time. The cheap postage - and in many
places, multiple daily deliveries - meant that people could use postcards to
communicate casually and rapidly, and it is tempting to compare this flurry
of exchanges to the contemporary phenomena of email, text-messaging and
instant image transmission. What I want to emphasize is that the cultural
3 It is very difficult to ascertain statistics about postcards and , indeed, serious
research on postcards is hindered because 'most of the information on this novelty
item was not collected, catalogued, or housed like other historical materials' (Woody
1998, 22).
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identity of the early postcard is quite different from its later incarnation as
the exemplary touristic souvenir, sent when someone takes a holiday. Instead ,
these first postcards are very often embedded in the immediacy of urban
experience, and are an extension of everyday u rban transactions .
Postcards are not the obvious object of study for any one scholarly
discipline, and indeed these diminutive , mostly commercial, anonymous
and ephemeral artifacts have often been overlooked .4 Delivering Views, an
important book edited by Christraud M . Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb in
1998, examines the genre of ethnographic postcard from a contemporary
postcolonial perspective, and this continues to be an influential methodological
model (Geary and Webb 1998). Other scholars have invented distinctive
interdisciplinary nodes for their study of postcards. 5 And then, most accounts
of modern art and most art-oriented histories of photography have relegated
postcards to a marginal position .6 Even the 2007 exhibition The Stamp of
Fantasy: The Visual Inventiveness of Photographic Postcards, organized by
Clement Cheroux (curator of photography at the Centre Georges Pompidou),
while vaunting the 'inventiveness ' of these half-forgotten images, still tends
to privilege the taste and judgment of the artist/collector , who is able to
recognize in these images the 'form of poetry present in raw material state in
popular culture' (Cheroux 2007, 203). This notion of 'raw material' reinforces
the rather old-fashioned idea that the kitsch properties of pop culture must be
elevated and redeemed by art.
Still, this exhibition held at prestigious European venues including the Jeu
de Paume in Paris, signals an important shift in consciousness with regard to the
cultural worth of this kind of image. The photographic historian and theorist
Geoffrey Batchen has argued for the category of 'vernacular photographies' as
a way to address such heterogeneous and everyday examples of photographic
activity. This approach is part of a discursive momentum , over the past 25 years
or so, away from a singular , monolithic , modernist history of photography,
towards an acknowledgment of what John Tagg famously characterized as
photography 's 'complex and discontinuous history' , embedded in a wide range
of social and institutional practices (Tagg 1989, 11). Batchen's discussion
4 The term 'commercial ' is too broad , really, to describe the diversity of postcard
production , which could range from large companies boasting millions of cards in
their inventory , to small-town entrepreneurs who provided local views and enabled
local citizens to put their own homes and faces onto postcards.
5 For instance , Cary Nelson has brought his expertise in the areas of twentiethcentury poetry, politics , and communications to the study of military-themed postcards
that include some kind of poetry ; see Nelson (2004).
6 Books about Dada and Surrealism, or those dealing with collage and
photomontage , often include a few fantasy-genre postcards but only to demonstrate
that crucial moment when serious artists took notice of these mass-produced items, and
went on to refine the aesthetic manipulation and ironic juxtaposition of photographic
imagery.
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of the ordinary familial snapshot - an exemplary instance of vernacular
photography - raises important questions about the imponderably large,
multi-sited 'archives' of such images. Batchen emphasizes the conventionality
and iterability of these pictures , but also wants to account for the fact that
any given snapshot, while appearing banal and unoriginal to most viewers,
might well be the most valued, moving , affective picture in an individua l's
possession. These insights suggest an interpretive framework that does more
than merely isolate a few unusual specimens (whether snapshots or postcards) ,
to then treat these as singular, aesthetically autonomous objects. Certainly the
mass production, multiplicity and mobility of postcards cannot be ignored.
And if postcards are meant to circulate through social space, this is to say
that these images-on-the-move acquired meaning as they passed through the
imaginative orbit of successive individuals. In the first years of the picturepostcard craze, the postcard was enthusiastically written on, mailed , tacked
up, pasted into albums, exchanged and collected; these social habits and
material circumstances are integral to the identity of these cultural objects.
The moon postcards in question were produced by the Reutlinger
Photographic Studio in Paris, a well-established fam ily firm that had been
producing cartes-de - visites and other forms of photographic portraiture
since the mid nineteenth century. Under the direction of Leopold Reutlinger,
the nephew of the original founder , the studio in its twentieth century
incarnation became one of the main suppliers of photographs for the belle
epoque entertainment scene, running the gamut from respected dramatic
actors and opera stars to popu lar dancers and cabaret showgirls. 7 Many such
photographs became postcards, while the studio also branched out into the
production of novelty or fantasy postcards . Graphic inventiveness abounds
throughout this studio's production, with fanciful art nouveau borders and
shapes, plant-like letters of the alphabet, boldly outlined photographic details,
etc. Female figures are a constant feature of the Reutlinger postcards, whether
these are recognizable and named entertainers such as the dramatic actress
Jeanne Granier , the opera star Lina Cavalieri, and the dancer Otero, to cite
only a few of these personalities; or, as was the case with the lunar ladies, when
anonymous models played a role in the studio 's allegorical tableaux. These
postcards are hybrid images: parts of the original black-and -white or sepiacoloured photograph are left untouched, but delicately-coloured washes or
dabs of vibrant pigment are judiciously applied to the image, sometimes to the
point of almost obliterating the photographic element. The same iconographic
motif or pictorial effect would also be repeated across different categories
of postcard , with rather different results: thus an expanse of photographic
darkness serves as the smoky depths of a stage behind Jeanne Granier , while
a similarly shadowy expanse becomes the nocturnal garden through which an
7 See Berlanstein (200 I) for a discussion of the shifting social status of these
entertainers.
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attractively somnambulic woman wanders. In the case of the Reutlinger moon
postcards, the creation of an otherworldly quality involved the deployment of
artificial lights and studio props, but the pictorial effects of glowing moon and
alluringly star-filled skies are primarily achieved through the manipulation of
that same, foundational photographic opacity - and yet again, the strategic
introduction of a few painterly touches makes all the difference.

The Moon as Destination and Metaphor

The affinity between fantasy -flight and imaginary moon voyages has been
noted, but of course the dream of understanding, perceiving, and ultimately
reaching the moon has a long history in the scientific and literary texts of
the Western tradition . Marjorie Hope Nicholson's book Voyages to the Moon
looks at notable examples from the 15th to eighteenth centuries, and her study
is structured according to the different modes of accomplishing this journey:
through supernatural means, with bird-like wings, with flying machines, etc.
(Nicholson 1948). Cyrano de Bergerac's seventeenth-century space-traveller,
for instance, has multiple dew-filled vials attached to his body, so that he could
be air-lifted off the surface of the earth as the dew evaporated. A charming
illustration of this very contrivance shows a moon that is somehow almost
within reach of the human body. Although the technologies and means of
representation change after the period covered by Nicholson, the moon
certainly persists as an object of speculation and phantasmatic projection,
and some fundamental desires remain constant, regarding how humans might
become less earthbound.
By the early twentieth-century lunar imagery was apparent in high and low
cultural spheres, through representations ranging from scientific projects to
various forms of entertainment. 8 On the scientific front, the Paris Observatory
published its Atlas photographique de la lune, under the direction of the
astronomers Moritz Loewy and Pierre Puiseux. Published in 12 volumes
between 1894 and 1909, its 80 photogravures provided detailed views of
sections of the moon .9 The combination of new telescopes and improved
photographic techniques offered a visual contact with the moon never before
possible, resulting in new cosmological knowledge. This scientific imagery had
8 I do not consider Pierrot imagery (derived from the Commedia dell"arte) in this
essay, but as an example of contemporaneous avant-garde culture it is worth mentioning
the composer Arnold Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire, a so-called 'melodrama', consisting
of poetry spoken against an instrumental background , which premiered in Berlin in
1912. The work used twenty-one poems by Albert Giraud, originally published in
French, and the 'moonsick' theme is explored throughout; see Green and Swan (1993,
199- 204).
9 For a description of the Loewy and Puiseux Atlas, see Whitaker (1999, 151).
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its direct pop-culture counterpart, as well, in the 'moon-voyage' available at
the 1900 Exposition Universelle in Paris . This was one of an array of thrilling
proto-cinematic entertainments whereby still images were endowed with a
semblance of movement , often through elaborately-designed sets, sounds ,
and light effects. For example , one entertainment/mechanism simulated the
Trans-Siberian train journey, by having visitors seated in a railway car, while
painted scenery went whizzing past; another device recreated the visual and
spatial effects of a balloon trip. 10 The moon-voyage in question initially used
a sequence of scientifically-precise lunar photographs to illusionistically
suggest to viewers that they were seeing the moon from up close. But then ,
as Rosalind Williams describes, this episode of realism dramatically segued
into a fantastical voyage through space to a distant star. 'So convincing was
the illusion that the spectator was hardly aware of crossing the line between
reality and fantasy , of moving from a painstaking reproduction of the moon's
surface to a wholly imaginary simulation of a journey beyond the galaxy'
(Williams 1982, 75). Whether or not this imaginary voyage utilized the Paris
Observatory's photographs, what this means is that the same genre of realistic
astronomical imagery could be re-directed to very different ends - legitimate
scientific inquiry or ephemeral pop culture diversion.
The films of George Melies are of course essential to any discussion of
imaginary representations of the moon in the first decades of the twentieth
century . If Melies's moon also becomes accessible through a combination of
science and fantasy , the 'science' part of this equation is only loosely associated
with astronomical inquiry , and it is instead the emergent technology of cinema
which becomes the true object of admiration . In narrative terms, there is a
mock-scientific dimension to the lunar-themed stories of Voyage to the Moon,
1902, and The Eclipse of the Sun by the Full Moon , 1907; the latter , less wellknown film is of particular interest to this discussion. It can be noted that
the space travellers of the earlier film are not exactly heroic figures, while in
The Eclipse a group of pompous , old-fashioned astronomers appear in the
opening scenes, but become quite irrelevant once the moon itself appears as a
protagonist , interacting with other cosmic characters. The cinematic apparatus
allows these absurd scientists with their clumsy machines to be bypassed,
providing the viewer with immediate access to an anthropomorphized celestial
zone. The eclipse itself is played out as an eroticized encounter between the
sun and the moon, and subsequently the camera moves to another part of
the extra-terrestrial atmosphere inhabited by humanized planets , moons,
comets , shooting stars , etc . Me1ies's version of outer space comes across as an
activated , populated , libidinous and litigious social space , including a trafficaccident-like collision, with the cosmic citizens yelling at each other just as
they would on the streets of Paris (Figure 13.3). The film closes with a more
IO Rosalind H. Williams (1982 , 75) notes that 'at the 1900 exposition 21 of the 33
major attractions involved a dynamic illusion of voyage. '
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Figure 13.3 Still-image from The Eclipse of the Sun by the Full Moon, 1907,
a film by Georges Melies

serene, feminized meteor shower, but the lewdness and hilarity of the earlier
sequences are most memorable.
In Melies's universe, feminine personifications or articulations of
astronomical phenomena abound: shooting-star girls, moon-ladies , various
winged creatures , etc. Elizabeth Ezra (2000) has argued that while these
airborne :figures are everywhere in Melies's films, women are not empowered
through the image of flight or cosmic travel, as the narratives are likely to
include some form of patriarchal slap-down , just when they are on the verge
of achieving social agency or technological prowess. 11 The Reutlinger moonvoyagers certainly have much in common with Melies's celestial creatures, not
least because outer space is apparently accessed through the realistic visual
technologies of photography or cinematography. While the :filmmaker hired
performers from the world of popular theatre (acrobats from the FoliesBergeres
play the lively lunar inhabitants in Voyage to the Moon, for instance (see Frazer
1979, 97)), so too do the models in the moon postcards resemble the many
Parisian opera, theatre, dance and music-hall stars who appeared on other
Reutlinger postcards. These are not timeless deities but rather historically11 See the chapter , 'The Ama zing Flying Woman', in Ezra (2000, 89-116).
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specific urban types, who evoke a lively nocturnal world of theatricality
and feminine glamour. Ezra 's argument about Melies's disempowered flying
women cannot so easily be transferred over to the moon-postcards in question ,
however. In contrast to the satirical and slapstick storylines which characterize
the Melies films, the postcard image - by definition - is not embedded in a
single narrative sequence. Inserted into the postcard-sending circuits of the
time, these particular lunar images would have been bought , collected, and
sent in idiosyncratic sequences , and would be endowed with additional layers
of meaning through inscriptions and annotations. This is an important point
to which I will return.
The Reutlinger moon-postcards should be regarded , though , as a significant
contribution to the science-fiction -like takeover of aerospace during this
period . We have seen that the lunar and aerospatial environment was construed
as a socialized , inhabited territory in turn-of-the-century representations:
at the Exposition moon-voyage attraction one bought a ticket to become a
space traveler along with hundreds of other visitors , and in the films of Melies,
outer space is crowded with people , is indeed the very site of hum an comedy.
Many of the fantasy-flight postcards reinforce this impression of a populated
cosmos. The Reutlinger women-on -the-moon seem to occupy the outer limits
of this newly available aerospace , though , as if they had managed to escape
the crowded conditions to be found elsewhere in the belle epoqu e sky.
The Reutlinger postcards suggest a more extreme form of escapism
relative to other aerospace imagery, by launching Parisian women beyond
the domesticated extra-planetary arrondissem ents, to a more remote and
even lonely zone where people and objects are scarce. These women fly solo,
unencumbered by balloons, zeppelins , aeroplanes , or any of those machinic
inventions which would imply that a voyage into space is necessarily a collective
project , the result of shared knowledge and expertise . Out here, the star s
distributed throughout the darkened sky create an illusion of great distances ,
and each solitary Reutlinger woman is oriented towards a panoramic ally-wide
space. Neither the bodily alignment of the women nor the positioning of the
camera which is apparently aimed at them suggest a downw ard or earthbound
gaze; the points of view in these images are directed upw ards and outwards.
If this expansive spatial construct could , ironically , be cont ained within the
reduced dimensions of the postcard , perhaps this is because such imagery
remained intelligible as a variant of the landscape genre.

The Lunar Landscape

The sequence of Reutlinger postcards , together with the broader category
of fantasy aerospace imagery, can be regarded as (strange) permut ations or
extensions of the landscape genre. Certainly huge numbers of the picture
postcards produced during this era were landscapes of some description : local
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scenery , gardens, seaside or mountainous views, famous historic sites, exotic
locales , colonial territories , etc. The French postcard industry would zealously
set out to document place: every region, every town, every neighbourhood of
Paris. Naomi Schor (1992, 216) commented about the methodical 'postcarding
of Paris ', that this visual project represents 'the positive taxonomic imperative ,
the bourgeois apprehension of the real as composed of interchangeable
microunits ' . Schor's comments about Paris can be extended to the postcard
representation of France more generally: despite the heterogeneity of the
locales, the majority of postcard landscapes can indeed be considered as
'microunits ' of the academic European tradition , repeating the same pictorial
conventions to achieve spatial coherence and ensure visual pleasure. The
majority of postcard views become intelligible through the structural device
of a centrally-positioned, slightly elevated , stable viewer: this point-of-view
indeed becomes the benchmark of postcard banality . The ideological result of
all this legibility and stability, spread out over innumerable 'microunits', was the
promise of visual control over the world, and with regard to the representation
of nature , the promise of a state of equilibrium between human agency and
the natural world. Of course the genre of landscape as it developed within the
European tradition included many possibilities for introducing elements of
fantasy and exoticism into an otherwise conservative genre . Artists learnt to
beautify or allegorize an ordinary stretch of terrain through various pictorial
enhancements, while built into the landscape genre is a promise of imaginative
dislocation, as a glimpse of scenery will transport the viewer to other sites
(non-European locations) and other times (arcadian or antique pasts.)
It must be acknowledged that most of the postcards produced during this
period were largely unaffected by the modernist experimentation with landscape,
which had been on-going since the mid-nineteenth century. Landscape wa-s
central to the development of modern art , as several generations of artists
became fascinated by the aesthetic and ideological flexibility of this genre . By
the turn of the twentieth century, the translation of natural sites and forms
into landscape image had become more abstracted , while the illusionistic
representation of space had itself become an object of artistic inquiry . With
Impressionist art , for instance, the air itself - or the space between people
and objects - is rendered palpable and visible; with an accumulation of small,
multi-coloured brushstrokes painters evoked an airspace full of movement
and vitality , so that the most evanescent aspects of nature seemed imbued
with a modern sensibility . Following on these experiments, the pictorial
space of landscape pictures would be further flattened and compressed (Postimpressionism to Fauvism) , and ultimately fractured and fragmented (Cubism,
Futurism , etc .) In avant-garde terms, this was where experimentation with the
landscape genre had led, by the time picture postcards emerged. Postcards
are part of a commercialized, mass-produced image-world, which is to say
they arise out of a very different milieu than the artworks mentioned above.
Nonetheless , the lunar environments depicted in the Reutlinger postcards can
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be thought of as inventive engagements with the landscape genre, providing
a parallel challenge to the spatial conservatism of traditional landscape
imagery.
The aero/lunar landscapes in question share a range of basic pictorial
characteristics with the academic landscape tradition , by recreating an
enveloping natural environment for human action , by differentiating spatially
between foreground interest and background context , by establishing strong
figure/ground relationships, and so on. The moon postcards are different from
conventional landscape views in various ways, though . Due to the very low
horizon or complete absence of a horizon line, the human figure is no longer
firmly situated on terra firma , and can no longer be measured against the
horizontal span and solidity of the earth. The 'nature ' which is featured in
these images, meanwhile, is not materially-dense ground , rocks, water or trees,
but rather the more de-materialized natural entities of air, sky, or atmosphere .
At the same time these postcards summon up a natural realm that has retained
something strange, something 'wild '. Here it is worth remembering that some
of the most impressive examples of landscape art in the Western tradition
manage to suggest a dialectical tension : on the one hand , the artwork will
evoke the wildness, strangeness , sublimity and unintelligibility of natural sites
and phenomena , but at the same time the very genre of landscape provides
an aesthetic system with which to frame, control, and contain th at natural
world. To provide only one example of this art-historic al legacy: Joseph Leo
Koerner describes how the German Romantic painter C.D . Friedrich began
his landscapes with a strictly organized pictorial system , but then , in order to
truly capture the elemental force of nature , he proceeded 'to "disorgani ze"
the achieved continuity of traditional pictorial space ... by invoking at the
horizon an infinity that no system can arrange ' (Koerner 1990, 113). What is
at stake with these few sequences of postcards is not the brash deconstruction
of a genre that was characteristic of avant-garde projects , but these ephemeral
little images nonetheless manage to valorize spatial ambiguity , to persuasively
detach the human figure from the illusion of a stable ground , and also to
problematize the very concept of nature - thus contributing to an on-going
debate about the modern meaning and appearance of landscape.

An Urban Moonscape

The postcard moonscapes should not , however, be con sidered solely as
representations of a natural realm . Despite its alluring remoteness and
otherness, the Reutlinger lunar environment still resonates with the social space
that lies somewhere out of sight , below these ascendant women. I have already
mentioned that these 'space travellers ' are kin to a tribe of Parisian entertainers ,
actors, dancers, and so on, but the nocturnal urban world inhabited by such
figures is itself relevant in certain ways. If the venues of Parisian nightlife
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were by this time flooded with artificial light, it can be argued that these starstudded lunar landscapes are as electr ified and energized as the modern city
at night. Electric light was still an object of fascination in the early years of
the century: the 1900 Exposition Universelle which hosted the moon-voyage
attraction also featured a Palace of Electricity lighting up the night-time sky
with a vengeance. This was not the first such apparition in Paris, as earlier
exhibitions had introduced electricity to the public in a comparably dramatic
fashion, but by the turn of the century the surrounding cityscape was subject to
ever-increasing illumination, and in the latter years of the nineteenth century
there is much evidence of artists and writers dwelling on the blurred boundaries
between interior and exterior spaces , between day and night, between natural
and artificial forms of illumination. The metaphoric qualities of artificial
light are at times explicitly compared to the moon as a natural light source.
Two well-known paintings can be mentioned in this respect: Edgar Degas's
La Chanson du Chien (1877), and Edouard Manet's Bar au Folies Bergere
(1882) both feature several round white lamps within their respective scenes of
night-time entertainment. In both instances the 'lamps' are mysterious, nonnaturalistic, moon-like orbs, and the light they cast onto people and things is
like nothing in the previous history of painting. In fiction, Emi le Zola 's novel
about a department store , entitled The Ladies' Paradise, describes an interior
space enlivened by electric lights that resemble 'illuminating moons ', while
the dazzle of light transforms the shopping emporium into a kind of 'dreamy
firmament' (Zola, quoted in Asendorf 1993, l 00). 12 Walter Benjamin would
analyze the glitter-effect of the commodity as it first becomes evident under
such conditions, and indeed the experience of bedazzlement and enchantment
triggered within brightly-lit department stores, exhibitions, and other public
spaces becomes a key modern trope for his Arcades project. 13
The discourse around the modern spectacle of artifical light, as compared
to the wattage and aesthetic impact of the real moon, achieves a kind of
rhetorical climax with the Futurists. While living in Paris, in 1909, the Futurist
leader FT. Marinetti published a text entitled 'Kill the Moonlight' , while the
following year a manifesto against Venice proclaimed, 'Let the reign of holy
Electric Light finally come, to liberate Venice from its venal moonshine of
furnished rooms' (Marinetti 1971, 55). For these avant -garde artists and poets,

12 Also, from Guy de Maupassant , writing in 1909: 'And the electric globes - like
shimmering, pale moons, like moon eggs fallen from the sky .. .', quoted in Benjamin
(1999, 570).
13 Benjamin suggests, however, that the glare of electricity could be too intense:
'For someone entering the Passage des Panoramas in 1817, the sirens of gaslight would
be singing to him on one side, while oil-lamp odalisques offered enticements from the
other. With the kindling of electric lights , the irreproachable glow was extinguished
in these galleries ... All at once they were the hollow mold from which the image of
'modernity' was cast' (Benjamin I 999, 874).
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the moon was a ready-made signifier of old-fashioned values and aesthetics,
bespeaking a nostalgic attachment to the objects, images, ideas and cities of
the past. In contrast, any kind of synthetic moon-effect could be embraced as
a necessary gesture toward the future.
Given this contemporaneous discourse, we might then ask whether the
Reutlinger moon-women appear as if trapped in a moonlit past, or poised on
the threshold of a future world; whether they inhabit a naturally-occurring
celestial space, or alternately, occupy the resplendent realm of the enthroned
commodity. I would suggest that such tensions remain unresolved , that
these postcards create a spatial interval for a subject who is energized by an
electrified modern moon, while still partly under the melancholy spell of that
old-fashioned moon. It is possible that the moon acquires a new imaginative
potency when it is associated with technologically advanced forms of power,
light, and transportation, and with a world of rapidly moving images, goods,
and information, and with urban life. Thus the hybridized space of these
postcards stages a productive encounter between the sublimity of nature and
the promises of a modern, technologized world, between interior and exterior
realms, between collective life and subjective experience .

Image Transactions
I have suggested that the early twentieth-century picture postcard (and more
specifically, the strange spatiality of one postcard series) acquires meaning
once it is inscribed and sent, and once its communicative potential is unleashed
within the terms of a modern visual culture. Reutlinger's lunar landscapes took
their place amidst the ever-expanding opportunities for visual stimulation and
consumption in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Paris. As has often
been described, this included panoramas and proto-cinematic entertainments ,
alongside the dazzling department stores and expositions universelles. 14 As well,
several photographically-illustrated magazines became available to the French
public at this time - La vie au grand air, Femina, le sais tout, L'illustration 15 joining an already-existing production of caricatures , advertisements , posters
and illustrations. This is the saturated visual context in which postcards were
bought, sent, exchanged, and collected in such great numbers. The picturepostcard phenomenon invited people to make choices from amongst this
changing and moving image-world - to create and transmit to others their
own meaningful sequences of images. It is crucial to this discussion that

14 Along with Williams and Asenforf , some key discussions of late nineteenthcentury visual culture are provided by Jonathan Crary (1999) and Vanessa Schwartz
(1998).
15 The impact of these illustrated magazines is discussed in Moore (2004, 72).
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the cosmos -in-mm1ature pictured on postcards would become part of a
communicative cultural gesture.
As a contribution to the debate about visual culture, WJ.T. Mitchell
provides the methodologically valuab le suggestion that we should consider
not only 'vernacular images' (a concept developed by Batchen, as we have
seen), but 'a larger field of ... vernacular visuality or everyday seeing' (Mitchell
2002, 248). Mitchell advocates treating 'visual culture and visual images
as 'go-betweens ' in social transactions, as a repertoire of screen images or
templates that structure our encounters with other human beings' (ibid., 243).
This notion is very persuasive in relation to postcards, as image/objects which
are continually on the move between people; the postcard is the epitome of
a 'go -between.' And so for 'Pau lette' , that woman who affectionately signed
her name to more than one such Reutlinger moon postcard in 1906, and for
her friend 'Mademoiselle Sempe' who was the recipient of these postcards
sent in sequence, these image -transactions became an opportunity to become
active participants in the visual culture of the period. Paulette and other
correspondents made choices from amongst a seemingly endless array of
subject-matter, pictorial styles, and sentimental attitudes. Out of this streaming
multiplicity of images cho ices were made, idiolectic semiotic sequences were
created (Barthes uses the word 'idiolect' to designate the distinctive speech of
an individual 16), and messages, or sometimes only a name, were inscribed . It
is indeed the case that 'Paulette' on one occasion did no more than sign her
name - albeit with dramat ic flourish and flowing ink- to a moon postcard. The
selection, sending , and sharing of picture postcards would become a kind of
associative game of images and signification. Images were set in motion, and
crucially, directed towa rds others . The strange lunar space of the Reutlinger
postcards was therefore part of this constellation of moving images, and it
was up to pairs or clusters of correspondents to negotiate their access to these
imaginative and communicative spatia l networks.

Down to earth

The significance of this aero-spatial imagery, as it circu lated and proliferated
in the early years of the twentieth century , comes into sharp focus because
this cultural episode was cut short by the First World War . Ten years after
some Reutlinger moon postcards were exchanged by Parisian friends, it was
possible to purchase an entirely new kind of postcard , showing the ground level devastation caused by aerial bombardment. The a ircraft which could
only barely lift off the ground such a short time before had been transformed
16 'There is a plurality and a co-existence of lexicons in one and the same person ,
the number and identity of these lexicons forming in some sort a person's idio lect'
(Barthes 2003, 121).
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into war machines used for surveillance, mapping, communication , the
surreptitious crossing of borders , and the strategic dropping of bombs. With
the war, that apparently open and accessible zone above the surface of the
planet was militarized, and the metaphoric consequences of this occupation
were immediately registered in the visual universe of postcards . Alongside
those images showing the grim results of aerially-delivered bombs , patriotic
postcards issued by France and other countries would eulogize a generation
of aviators and the flying machines involved in the war effort. With this new
iconography, the modern aerospace fantasies which had circulated in the
pre-war era were re-directed, and firmly anchored to serviceable war-time
sentiments (see Nelson 2004) .
The militarization of aerospace meant that every possible sightline - from
one aeroplane to another , from one target to another, from the ground to
the sky and back again - had to be precisely articulated and charted. The
spatial ambigu ities of the moon postcards stand out against the relentlessness
of this visual regime . The lunar landscapes were constructed, as we have seen,
from the perspective of a lightly-poised woman occupying the threshold of
a panoramically-open space , while it could also be said that the imaginative
potential of this space was extended by the mobility of the postcards
themselves . For a short time , the picture postcards which inaugurated the new
century provided glimpses of a strange new space.
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